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� Overview of the Three Personal Assistance Options
� The agency-directed option

� Agency does hiring, firing, training, and scheduling your 
personal assistants (PAs) and also administrative tasks such as 
payroll and benefits.

� The consumer-directed option

Choosing a Personal Assistance Option

� The consumer-directed option
� You manage some aspects of the PA services including hiring, 

training, supervising, and firing your PAs. You may also have 
to handle some administrative tasks such as approving 
timesheets for payment and obtaining PA medical clearances.

� The blended option
� You hire and supervise your own PAs to provide some of your 

services and supports, and contract with an agency to provide 
some of the other services.



Choosing a Personal Assistance Option

� Employer Responsibilities within Each option

� Recruit and hire PAs
Responsibilities/Rights Agency-

Directed 
Consumer-
Directed 

Blended 

Advertise for PAs and cover costs Agency 
 

You 
 

You, and a 
CSO, 
government 
group, or 

Screen and interview candidates 

Check PA’s work and other relevant 
references 

� Manage assistance services

group, or 
agency 

references 

Hire PAs 

Ensure that paperwork for PAs is in 
order and submitted to government 
 

Responsibilities/Rights Agency-
Directed 

Consumer-
Directed 

Blended 

Schedule PAs Agency  
 

You You and a 
CSO, 
government 
group, 
or agency 

Review and submit PA timesheets You and a 
CSO 

Set up back-up and emergency plans 
when PAs are sick, on vacation, or 
unable to come to work 

You 
 

Keep accurate PA records and report 
any changes 
 



� Employer Responsibilities within Each option

� Oversee administrative matters

Choosing a Personal Assistance Option

Responsibilities/Rights Agency-
Directed 

Consumer-
Directed 

Blended 

Calculate yearly salaries, weekly pay, 
and benefits 
 
 

Agency Government 
or a CSO, 
and you 
 

A CSO or 
government 
group, and 
agency 

Oversee PA taxes and benefits Government 

� Supervise PAs

Oversee PA taxes and benefits Government 
or a CSO Cover work-related accidents and 

injuries following your state’s Worker’s 
Compensation Policy 

Ensure that PAs have annual physical 
exams and TB tests  

You or a 
CSO 

You and 
agency 

 

Responsibilities/Rights Agency-
Directed 

Consumer-
Directed 

Blended 

Determine which duties PAs will and 
will not do 

Agency 
 

You and PA You and a 
CSO, 
government 
group,  
or agency  
 

Meet with PAs regularly to provide 
constructive feedback 

You 
 

Determine training needs for PAs  

Fire PAs who are not meeting your 
personal assistance needs  
 



� Advantages and Disadvantages: Agency-Directed 

� Recruitment, availability and assignment of PAs

� Advantages

� Agencies usually have PAs who need work.

� You can switch agencies, although agencies have similar rules.

Choosing a Personal Assistance Option

You can switch agencies, although agencies have similar rules.

� Disadvantages

� The initial screening of PAs is based mostly on your medical 
and personal assistance needs rather than on your preferences.

� Availability determines a PA’s assignment rather than 
matching the PA with you “as a person” who has unique needs 
and preferences.

� A PA’s hours are less flexible since scheduling is usually around 
agency policies rather than your needs.



� Advantages and Disadvantages: Agency-Directed

� Training
� Advantages 

� Agencies train PAs for you.

� Disadvantages

� Training usually focuses on clinical and personal care techniques 
for consumers who are aging or ill rather than on people with 

Choosing a Personal Assistance Option

for consumers who are aging or ill rather than on people with 
disabilities.

� Meeting personal assistance needs
� Disadvantages

� PAs follow the agency’s plan of care and may have limits on how 
much they can respond to your preferences.

� Agencies have policies for services that government covers, and 
create/ change care plans based on policies instead of your 
preferences or needs.



� Advantages and Disadvantages: Agency-Directed

� Supervision and administration

� Advantages

� The agency is responsible for:

� completing paperwork—care plans, work agreements, 

Choosing a Personal Assistance Option

� completing paperwork—care plans, work agreements, 
timesheets

� approving payroll

� ensuring medical clearances and conducting 
background/reference checks

� Disadvantages

� PAs see the agency as their employer/supervisor and you as the 
“patient/ client” or “case.”



� Advantages and Disadvantages: Consumer-Directed 
� Recruitment, availability, and assignment of PAs

� Advantages
� You can choose your own PA and design your own schedule for your 

personal assistance services.
� Disadvantages

� You may have: 
limited knowledge and skills to advertise for and recruit PAs

Choosing a Personal Assistance Option

� limited knowledge and skills to advertise for and recruit PAs
� difficulties finding PAs to meet your specific scheduling needs

� Training
� Advantages

� You can train PAs to provide services and support in your own way.
� Disadvantages

� You may have:
� physical, intellectual, or cognitive limitations that make training 

difficult
� discomfort when you train PAs and prefer to have someone else do it



� Advantages and Disadvantages: Consumer-Directed 
� Meeting personal assistance needs

� Advantages
� You can:

� get the services and supports you want and need in ways you 
prefer

� have more flexibility in managing ADLs and changes in routine

Choosing a Personal Assistance Option

� have more flexibility in managing ADLs and changes in routine
� Disadvantages

� You may:
� have physical, intellectual, or developmental barriers to 

developing your own schedule and ensuring you get services in 
ways you request

� feel overwhelmed when you forget something or when changes 
occur

� hire PAs who are unwilling or unable to be flexible, resulting in 
no coverage at times

� have problems getting emergency or last-minute coverage



� Advantages and Disadvantages: Consumer-Directed 

� Supervision and administration

� Advantages

� You can: 

� develop a sense of confidence from managing your services 

Choosing a Personal Assistance Option

develop a sense of confidence from managing your services 
effectively

� learn communication and people management skills that 
can help you in all parts of your life

� Disadvantages

� You may:

� be inexperienced in supervising PAs or any staff

� have language and other communications barriers to 
understanding PAs



� Advantages and Disadvantages: Blended  

� Advantages
� You can get the best of the consumer- and agency-directed 

options. For example, you can hire PAs to provide support in 
ways you want, but can also use an agency to provide PAs to 
fill scheduling gaps, such as in emergencies, on weekends, or 
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fill scheduling gaps, such as in emergencies, on weekends, or 
during vacations.  

� You may be unable or unwilling to train a PA. So, you can hire 
a PA to provide services based on the skills and experience 
they already have and use an agency to provide a PA already 
trained in your required areas.

� You may have to find the right PA quickly because your PA is 
not working out or has to leave without much notice. An 
agency can provide back-up service until you can recruit and 
hire the right PA.



� Advantages and Disadvantages: Blended  

� Disadvantages
� You have to manage the following two sets of relationships at 

the same time:

� the relationship with the PA whom you hire and supervise 
directly, and

Choosing a Personal Assistance Option

� the relationship with the PA whom the agency hires and 
supervises.  

� You have to know and accept the responsibilities and 
limitations of receiving services from an agency while you 
advise and direct the agency’s PA to meet your needs and 
preferences.  

� Furthermore, you and the agency will have different work 
policies that may conflict with each other. 
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